
Movian - Feature #1051
[PS3] "Sup-PGS subtiles" are not scaled
07/09/2012 01:28 AM - Jerome Morrow

Status: Fixed Start date: 07/09/2012
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: % Done: 100%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.4
Description

Hi, this is my 1st issue reported here.

A few weeks ago, using Showtime 3.99.41 on my PS3, I try to watch a groups of videos
(Game.of.Thrones.EXTRAS.BLURAY.720p.x264.DTS-TvT), with same special specifications:
  - Video: 720p
  - Subtitle: Sup-PGS, extracted directly from BD, with 1080p resolution.

View the subtitles was impossible (try 720p and 1080i output signals), and finally I have to do this steps:
  1) Extract the subtitles using MKVExtract.
  2) Rescale the 1080p subtitles to 720p, using BDSup2Sub
  3) Merge the 720p video and the new 720p subtitles with mkvmerge.

I also download another version (Game.of.Thrones.S01.EXTRAS.BluRay.1080p.DTSHD-MA.h264.Remux-decibeL), with 1080p video
and 1080p subtitles, and works fine.

I hope that in the future, Showtime can scale this type of subtitles, if the resolution is different from the video.

Note: The upload process don't work. Because of that, I upload the files here:
https://dl.dropbox.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20120708/Showtime_Subtitle_Issue.zip
https://dl.dropbox.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20120708/Another_version_1080p.zip

Associated revisions
Revision 87d78942 - 07/20/2013 11:44 PM - Andreas Smas

Correct subtitle cordinates if subs displays outside of visible screen

Fixes #1051

Revision 841bdacb - 07/22/2013 01:30 PM - Andreas Smas

subtitles: Get canvas dimensions from codec context

Fixes #1051

History
#1 - 09/03/2012 07:46 AM - Andreas Smas
- Category set to Subtitles

#2 - 01/28/2013 02:29 PM - Andreas Smas
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https://dl.dropbox.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20120708/Showtime_Subtitle_Issue.zip
https://dl.dropbox.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20120708/Another_version_1080p.zip


- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

#3 - 05/04/2013 06:33 PM - Jerome Morrow

This images shows the problem:

Image-1
Original file (video 720p, pgssub 1080p)
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130504/01a_vid720p_pgssub1080p.jpg

New file (video 720p, manually rescaled pgssub to 720p)
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130504/01b_vid720p_pgssub720p.jpg

Image-2
Original file (video 720p, pgssub 1080p)
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130504/02a_vid720p_pgssub1080p.jpg

New file (video 720p, manually rescaled pgssub to 720p)
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130504/02b_vid720p_pgssub720p.jpg

#4 - 07/20/2013 11:46 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Target version set to 4.4

#5 - 07/21/2013 10:38 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset git|commit:87d78942c9e38371d2523120775eaf1160031091.

#6 - 07/22/2013 01:57 AM - Jerome Morrow

I did some tests with the original files (mkv720p with internal 1080p Sup-PGS subtiles), using latest version (4.3.311).

Works ok, but only if the subtitle lines (or text) are at the lower part of the image (in other words, if they are not visible without the scaling process). The
issue its still present, if the text lines are at the top, in this case the subtitles are not scaled.

A definitive solution could be to scale all this kind of subtitles to the video resolution.

Some captures here:
version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_001_Scaled.jpg
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130721/version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_001_Scaled.jpg

version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_002_NOT_Scaled.jpg
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130721/version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_002_NOT_Scaled.jpg

version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_003_Scaled.jpg
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130721/version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_003_Scaled.jpg

version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_004_NOT_Scaled.jpg
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https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/3502/PS3/Showtime/Issue_20130721/version4.3.311_Sup-PGS_subtiles_004_NOT_Scaled.jpg

#7 - 07/22/2013 01:30 PM - Andreas Smas

Jerome Morrow wrote:

I did some tests with the original files (mkv720p with internal 1080p Sup-PGS subtiles), using latest version (4.3.311).

Works ok, but only if the subtitle lines (or text) are at the lower part of the image (in other words, if they are not visible without the scaling process).
The issue its still present, if the text lines are at the top, in this case the subtitles are not scaled.

Yeah I completely misunderstood that it was possible to extract the video dimensions from the subtitle track itself. I'll fix that.

.

#8 - 07/23/2013 09:30 PM - Jerome Morrow

Now, with 4.3.313 works ok... Thanks a lot for all your time and efforts
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